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Eventually, you will unconditionally discover a extra experience and attainment by spending more cash. nevertheless when? attain
you undertake that you require to acquire those every needs next having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something
basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to understand even more regarding the globe, experience, some places,
taking into account history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your completely own period to feat reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is Catholic Guided Meditations For
Kids below.
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Guided Meditation for Kids
"This is a meditation resource for primary students (grades 1-3), children aged 4-9, designed much along the same lines of Guided
Meditation for Young Catholics, which has a CD of music to accompany meditation exercises."--

Guided Meditations for Young Catholics
Guided Meditations for Children
Wipf and Stock Guided Meditations for Children shares a simple process that teaches children how to pray through meditation on
the Scriptures. This process leads children into the Scripture scene, where they meet Jesus personally and are encouraged to talk and
listen to him - which is prayer. Children will love to listen to these meditations because they love stories and because they are
personally invited by Jesus to come, sit beside him, and listen to his story. Teaching children how to come to the Lord will not only
aﬀect you and your class now, but will lead children into a lifelong habit of aﬀective prayer - the heart of religious education. Jane
Reehorst, BVM, was active in teaching, storytelling, counseling, and every aspect of parish ministry throughout her sixty-two years as
a Sister of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Her belief that children have the capacity--indeed a talent--for meditative prayer led her
to create scripturally based meditations for them. Sister Jane specialized in adapting the Ignatian form of meditation to meet the
needs of children. She invited them to use their ﬁve senses to envision a scriptural scene as a backdrop for meeting the Lord. A
seasoned speaker, Jane also conducted workshops for parents and teachers to teach children how to pray. Her book is an extension of
her e orts to help busy adults meet the prayer needs of their children. Guided Meditations for Children provides not only clear
direction for those who lead young persons in prayer; but also lays the foundation for enriching life-long reﬂection for all God's
children, young and old alike. Through her life and her writings, Jane taught many how to hear the ""tiny whispering sound"" of God as
Elijah did on the mountain. Jane died in November 2013. In her autobiography, she had written: ""I was moved, drawn to this life [as a
BVM sister] led by the Spirit. The most rewarding [part] about this life is living with Sisters who have the same cause, deepening our
relationship with God and reaching out to others.""

The Ball of Red String
A Guided Meditation for Children
This valuable resource helps adults guide children in meditation, reﬂection, and prayer.

Meditation with Children
Convivium PressInc This book focuses on teaching meditation to children, who can be naturally and totally present in the moment
and are thus capable of pure prayer, prayer of the heart. Meditation can be a powerful way to allow their spirit the deepest possible
contact with the Life Source and the space within which to expand. Meditating in a spiritual tradition can help re-balance the whole
human system. It oﬀers children as well as adults an opportunity to become aware that there is another way of relating with
themselves and others, through a support system, a community, and a context of spiritual friendship which are vital to growing in
one's humanity.

Coming Home
A Guide to Teaching Christian Meditation to Children
Journey to the Heart
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Centering Prayer for Children
Uses rhyme and illustrations to teach children how to practice prayer of the heart, contemplative prayer, or centering prayer.

To God on a Magic Carpet
Meditating with Children
Relaxation techniques, prayers for meditation, visualisations to help children with anxiety, in the 8-12 years age group.

Humility of Heart
CreateSpace Cardinal Vaughn wrote these reﬂections over a century ago, and they are as pertinent today as when they were ﬁrst
assembled into a book. "There is no Saint however holy and innocent who may not truly consider himself the greatest sinner in the
world. It is enough that he knows himself to be man to recognize that he is liable to commit all the evil of which man is capable." This
thought alone will inspire us to humility and this book is a great aid to true humility, which is essential to salvation. St. Alphonsus
writes: "a single bad book will be suﬃcient to cause the destruction of a monastery." Pope Pius XII wrote in 1947 at the beatiﬁcation of
Blessed Maria Goretti: "There rises to Our lips the cry of the Saviour: 'Woe to the world because of scandals!' (Matthew 18:7). Woe to
those who consciously and deliberately spread corruption-in novels, newspapers, magazines, theaters, ﬁlms, in a world of
immodesty!" We at St. Pius X Press are calling for a crusade of good books. We want to restore 1,000 old Catholic books to the
market. We ask for your assistance and prayers. This book is a photographic reprint of the original The original has been inspected
and many imperfections in the existing copy have been corrected. At Saint Pius X Press our goal is to remain faithful to the original in
both photographic reproductions and in textual reproductions that are reprinted. Photographic reproductions are given a page by
page inspection, whereas textual reproductions are proofread to correct any errors in reproduction.

Sitting Like a Saint
Catholic Mindfulness for Kids
Wellspring "A fun, accessible guide to mindfulness for children. Beautifully illustrated, 'Sitting Like a Saint' introduces children to the
great saints of the Catholic faith, while helping them develop skills equally as important as learning to read and write: self-awareness,
focus, problem solving, and resilience."--From dust jacket.

31 Days to Becoming a Better Religious Educator
Ave Maria Press Creator of the popular website The Religion Teacher, Jared Dees shares practical, easy-to-use teaching strategies
and exercises for spiritual growth in his book 31 Days to Becoming a Better Religious Educator. These components are designed to
improve the eﬀectiveness of any busy religious educator. Volunteer catechists and professional religion teachers are responsible for
two unique and challenging tasks: sharing (and assessing) information and the spiritual formation of their students. This succinct,
practical resource helps busy catechists and religion teachers with both tasks and is designed for use either over consecutive days in
one month, or by speciﬁc themes that encourage personal improvement in areas of discipleship, service, leadership, and overall
teaching. Each of the thirty-one days includes a clear title that gives the lesson theme, a quotation from Scripture, an introduction to
the exercise, step-by-step actions to take for the day, and spiritual enrichment ideas for the educator.

The Catholic Family Book of Prayers
Our Sunday Visitor

Through the Year with Jesus: Gospel Readings and
Reﬂections for Children
Emmaus Road Publishing The liturgical year invites us to walk with Jesus through the most wonderful story ever told: the Gospel. In
Through the Year with Jesus: Gospel Readings and Reﬂections for Children, catechist and popular blogger Katherine Bogner reveals
the rich mystery of the seasons we celebrate in the Church. With Gospel readings for each week of the liturgical year, along with tools
for reﬂection, discussion, and prayer, Through the Year with Jesus oﬀers endless opportunities for discovering who Jesus is and better
understanding Catholic teaching about his life and mission. Promote prayer and conversation about the life of Christ with children
through Weekly readings from the Gospels Lectio Divina prompts to nurture personal prayer or journaling Sacred art to accompany
the Gospel reading Stories of saints and many rich Catholic traditions for the liturgical year The easy-to-use format of Through the
Year with Jesus helps adults lead children to an intimate encounter with the heart of Jesus through the rhythm of the liturgical year
and the powerful words of Scripture.
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Fully Alive
An Introduction to Christian Meditation
Orbis Books

Retreat Ideas for Ministry with Young Teens
Saint Mary's Press Provides ideas for coordinating two overnight retreats and four one-day retreats, and suggests such themes as
self-esteem, Conﬁrmation, discipleship, and leadership development.

Lenten Journey with Mother Mary
Sophia Institute Press A Lenten Journey with Mother Mary invites you to walk with the world’s singular model of faith and purity —
the Virgin Mary herself — each day of your Lenten spiritual pilgrimage to Easter. Here the enlightened Fr. Edward Looney presents
Mary’s messages one by one, dedicating each week of Lent to an overarching theme from her apparitions and drawing from each a
vibrant new spiritual lesson for your life. With the help of Our Lady and Fr. Looney, you’ll discover how to make your examinations of
conscience more fruitful; you’ll learn powerful new methods of prayer; and you’ll gain an unwavering trust in Our Lord’s love and
mercy. As you struggle to pray during times of fasting, a new peace with envelop you as you grow in conﬁdence that the Mother of
God is praying for you. You’ll also learn: -The keys to praying silently so you can hear God’s voice -The three ways Mary works to
convert sinners -How speciﬁcally to pray for the healing of a broken heart -Why and how you should pray the Rosary of the Seven
Sorrows of Mary -How a Marian apparition is judged to be worthy of belief -What Mary teaches us about praying for the dead -And,
ﬁnally, Our Lady’s wise and consoling words for persons with debilitating diseases, for families struggling to conceive, and for couples
struggling to heal their marriages. Best of all, at the end of your Lenten journey with Mother Mary, you’ll be prepared to experience
the Paschal Mystery through the eyes of Mary herself, sorrowing and rejoicing with her as the events of Holy Week give way to the
palpable rising of Christ in your life.

The Mindful Catholic
Finding God One Moment at a Time
Wellspring Whether we are carrying out routine life behaviors, trying to pray, or conversing with others, the way our minds work
signiﬁcantly impacts how well we function. But many times we may feel like our mind has a mind of its own. -- You fall into bed
exhausted at the end of the day, craving a good night's sleep, only to have your mind race in a million directions. -- Prayer is an
exercise in futility, full of distractions and wandering thoughts. -- In the midst of a conversation, you suddenly realize you haven't
heard a word the other person has said.-- You arrive at a destination with no recollection of how you got there. These all-too-common
occurrences are examples of of how our minds can seem to be completely out of our control. We end up merely going through the
motions day after day, feeling anxious and preoccupied. But it doesn't have to be that way. Dr. Greg Bottaro explains how mindfulness
can help us become aware of the present moment and accept it. Catholic mindfulness is a way to practically trust God more in our
lives. Instead of separating faith from day-to-day life, mindfulness helps bridge the gap so we can feel the sense of safety and peace
God intends us to have. Following the simple exercises in this book, you'll discover how mindfulness can help you be more present to
everything in your life from a trip to the grocery store or relaxing with friends to listening more attentively to a homily or meditating
on the mysteries of the Rosary.

Mindfulness
An Eight-Week Plan for Finding Peace in a Frantic World
Rodale MINDFULNESS reveals a set of simple yet powerful practices that can be incorporated into daily life to help break the cycle of
anxiety, stress, unhappiness, and exhaustion. It promotes the kind of happiness and peace that gets into your bones. It seeps into
everything you do and helps you meet the worst that life throws at you with new courage. The book is based on Mindfulness-Based
Cognitive Therapy (MBCT). MBCT revolves around a straightforward form of mindfulness meditation which takes just a few minutes a
day for the full beneﬁts to be revealed. MBCT has been clinically proven to be at least as eﬀective as drugs for depression and is
widely recommended by US physicians and the UK's National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence - in other words, it works.
More importantly it also works for people who are not depressed but who are struggling to keep up with the constant demands of the
modern world. MBCT was developed by the book's author, Oxford professor Mark Williams, and his colleagues at the Universities of
Cambridge and Toronto. By investing just 10 to 20 minutes each day, you can learn the simple mindfulness meditations at the heart of
MBCT and fully reap their beneﬁts. The book includes links to audio mediations to help guide you through the process. You'll be
surprised by how quickly these techniques will have you enjoying life again.
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Pocket Guide to the Rosary
Reﬂections from the Bible and the Saints
Ascension Press A Pocket Guide to the Rosary helps Catholics deepen their prayer life and improve their ability to pray what St.
Padre Pio called the weapon of our times. The Rosary. Drawing from the writings of the saints, the Bible, and Catholic tradition, Matt
Fradd has produced a book that every Catholic should read. Its small size makes it easy to carry to adoration, keep around for family
Rosary night, or hand out at your parish. Catholics who ﬁnd it diﬃcult to enter into the mysteries of the Rosary, or who need some
encouragement and inspiration to pray this essential Catholic prayer, will deeply appreciate this small but powerful book. In this
essential book, Matt Fradd explains: ● How to truly meditate on the mysteries on the Rosary. ● Major saints methods to pray the
Rosary. Carefully chosen biblical passages to reﬂect on for each mystery. Here's how it works: 1. Overview of each mystery, with
biblical quotes to help you establish context and focus your mind 2. Insight on each mystery from the writings of the saints and
Church Fathers 3. Personal applications for each mystery, so you can further apply these mysteries to your own life and invite God to
be a part of it

Listening for God
Silence Practice for Little Ones
Tan Books This creative book, which contains some surprise interactive elements that your child will love, will become an invaluable
resource to your family prayer life. Katie Warner, noted Catholic author of numerous wonderful books for children writes: "Years ago, I
started having my young children practice silent time each day. They loved the story of Elijah and the still small voice, and we'd talk
about it in the same way this book does. That daily silent time practice became the seed concept for this book. I think it's so important
for little ones to learn early and intentionally how to quiet themselves so they can hear God's voice. At ﬁrst, our silent time training
only lasted a minute. Then two, three, four minutes and more - a building block to future holy hours that our little ones will spend in
the chapel or at home listening for God's voice and getting to know their Savior and Best Friend." The ability to be silent is a skill that
even many adults have never developed. Give your child this priceless gift and give it early. For it is one that will reap eternal
rewards.

Under the Inﬂuence of Jesus
The Transforming Experience of Encountering Christ
Loyola Press Many Catholics feel catechized but not “evangelized”, meaning they know about Jesus but do not feel they know him
personally. The bridge between where we are and where we want to be in our faith journey can be confusing without the right
guidance. In Under the Inﬂuence of Jesus, best-selling author Joe Paprocki explains complex spiritual concepts with engaging
discussion so that “everyday” Catholics can integrate and articulate their faith and live the Gospel in a way that is simple, compelling,
contemporary, liberating, and life-changing. Also available in Spanish! La experiencia transformadora de encontrarse con Cristo

A Catholic Guide to Mindfulness
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Mindfulness has come a long way from its days as an obscure Buddhist meditation
technique known only to monks and a few New Age enthusiasts to what it is now-one of the hottest new spiritual practices of our day.
It's being used by people of all ages, from all walks of life, for everything from gaining self-awareness and inner calm to treating PTSD
and other anxiety disorders. Corporate executives, Hollywood stars, medical doctors, teachers, secretaries, and even clergy are avidly
embracing it. But what exactly is this practice? Where does it come from and how did it become so popular, so fast? And what about
all the media hype surrounding its much-publicized eﬀectiveness for our mental health and well-being? Even more important, is this
practice compatible with Catholicism? A Catholic Guide to Mindfulness attempts to answer these questions in a concise but compelling
exploration of one of the most intriguing psycho-spiritual movements of our time.

A Church on the Move
52 Ways to Get Mission and Mercy in Motion
Loyola Press 2017 Catholic Press Association Book Awards, Second Place: Pastoral Ministry “IF FORMER CATHOLICS WERE
CONSIDERED A DENOMINATION, IT WOULD BE THE SECOND-LARGEST DENOMINATION IN THE U.S.”—from A Church on the Move Many
statistics on the Catholic Church today are sobering, and the future of the Church can seem bleak indeed. The average parish often
feels helpless to do anything that might help turn the tide and revitalize the Church. But best-selling author Joe Paprocki insists that
there is good news: with the right plans in place, the Catholic Church—and the local parish speciﬁcally—will not only survive, but
thrive. A Church on the Move oﬀers 52 practical strategies for moving parishes forward, principally by focusing on the one thing the
Church can oﬀer that the world-at-large cannot: Jesus Christ. Each chapter begins with a quote from Pope Francis, and each helpful
strategy falls within one of ﬁve key categories: how a Church on the move thinks, functions, worships, forms disciples, and engages
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the world. Every chapter takes an honest look at a particular problem in the Church before moving to a creative, redemptive, and
achievable solution. A Church on the Move brings to the parish level the great themes of Pope Francis’ papacy— mission, mercy, and
evangelization—and replaces despair with a profound hope for the future of the Catholic Church.

Made for Greatness
A Growth Mindset Journal for Courageous Catholic Youth
testing

Rejoice! Advent Meditations with Mary, Journal
Imaginative Prayer
A Yearlong Guide for Your Child's Spiritual Formation
InterVarsity Press How do we help our kids connect with God and experience his presence? Jared Patrick Boyd has discovered that
children's spiritual formation is rooted in the imagination. This unique resource helps us guide our children through weekly sessions of
imaginative prayer, providing a yearlong experience of spiritual formation.

YOUCAT for Kids
Ignatius Press An exciting and fun new way to help children and parents to discover their Catholic faith together, and a great help
for teachers in the classroom. In child-friendly language, accompanied by talking points for parents and teachers, YOUCAT for Kids
explores: * Creation * The Creed * The Sacraments * The Ten Commandments * Prayer * The Life of Jesus All the much-loved
characteristics of the bestselling YOUCAT series - including fun graphics, quotes from Saints, and thought-provoking images - have
been adapted to suit a younger audience. Designed in consultation with parents and families, YOUCAT for Kids is an essential addition
to every family bookshelf and Catholic school classroom.

Catholic Prayer Book for Children
Our Sunday Visitor "Prayers, lessons, and truths for young hearts, minds and souls."--Cover back.

Stress Less, Accomplish More
Meditation for Extraordinary Performance
William Morrow Foreword by Mark Hyman, MD Preface by Andrew Huberman, PhD You know you should be meditating, so what’s
stopping you? This entertaining and enlightening book by the founder of Ziva Meditation—the favorite training for high achievers—will
ﬁnally take meditation mainstream. “We meditate to get good at life, not to get good at meditation.”—Emily Fletcher In our highstress, overworked lives, we think the answer to accomplishing more is to do more. But the best advantage we can give ourselves is
to take a mental break—to spend a few minutes of the day giving the body and brain rest. Did you know that a brief meditation can
oﬀer rest that’s ﬁve times deeper than sleep? When you make time to practice the Z Technique this book teaches, you’ll actually be
more productive than if you took an hour-and-a-half nap or had a cup of coﬀee. A leading expert in meditation for high performance,
Emily Fletcher has taught meditation at numerous global corporations, including Google, Barclays Bank, and Viacom, to help their
employees improve their focus and increase their productivity levels. With Stress Less, Accomplish More, anyone can get the beneﬁts
of her 15-minute twice-daily plan. Emily speciﬁcally developed the Z Technique for working people with busy lives. Now, you can learn
to recharge anywhere, anytime—at home or at your desk. All you need is a few minutes and a chair (no apps, incense, or ﬁnger
cymbals required). This is not just another meditation book. In Stress Less, Accomplish More, Emily teaches a powerful trifecta of
Mindfulness, Meditation, and Manifesting to improve your personal and professional performance, clarity, health, and sleep. You’ll
learn how to cultivate Mindfulness through brief but powerful exercises that will help you stop wasting time stressing. Plus, you’ll get
Manifesting tools to help you get crystal clear on your personal and professional goals for the future. Filled with fascinating real-life
transformations, interactive exercises, and practical knowledge, Stress Less, Accomplish More introduces you to a revelatory daily
practice and shows you how to make it work for your modern life.

Visits to the most holy sacrament and the blessed virgin
Mary [and other devotions] by st. Alphonsus Liguori [and
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others].
Grace Grows in the Trenches: 5 Minute Meditations for
the Weary Catholic Mom
Independently Published "Well, that's the day so far, and it's still only noon. If this continues I will be dead by this evening! You see,
at the moment, life seems so heavy for me to bear, and I don't have the courage because everything looks black to me."Sound like
something you could have written? Believe it or not, those words were penned by St. Zelie Martin, the mother of St. Therese. She is
absolute proof that grace grows in the trenches of motherhood, in the daily trials and tribulations of raising saints for God.In Grace
Grows in the Trenches: 5 Minute Meditations for the Weary Catholic Mom, you'll ﬁnd inspiration from Scripture and holy men and
women who knew what it meant to live one's life for another. Honest reﬂections, heartfelt prayers, and thoughtful questions will guide
you to your rest in the heart of God.

Your Sorrow Will Turn to Joy
Morning & Evening Meditations for Holy Week
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Holy Week is not an obligation. It is an opportunity. In the chaos of our
increasingly fast-paced and hectic society, the annual coming of Holy Week each spring is a reminder to pause and ponder, to
carefully mark each day, and not let this greatest of all weeks ﬂy like every other. It is a chance to walk with the church throughout
the world and throughout time as she accompanies her Bridegroom through the eight most important days in the history of the world.
And it is an opportunity to focus our minds on, and seek to intensify our aﬀections for, the highest and most timeless realities in the
universe. We have assembled a team of eleven pastors and scholars to walk us through Holy Week as we walk together with our Lord.
This collection of short meditations includes readings for each morning and evening from Palm Sunday to the triumph of Easter.

Catechism of the Council of Trent for Parish Priests
Issued by Order of Pope Pius V
Twenty Mysteries of the Rosary Coloring Book
With Illustrations of Art Masterpieces and Bible Stories
for Catholic/Christian Children
CreateSpace “Twenty Mysteries of the Rosary Coloring Book” is full size 8.5 x 11 inch book to help children (and adults) learn how to
pray the rosary and the "good news" of Jesus Christ from the Bible. It includes original illustrations for each mystery that are inspired
by art masterpieces for each of the twenty mysteries of the rosary on its own page. The mysteries cover important events in the lives
of Jesus and his mother Mary. It also has a section from “Rosary Meditations: The Gospel in Miniature” also by Kathryn Marcellino
including instructions on how to meditate on the mysteries of the Rosary as well as a Bible reading, Bible story (or other information),
and a short reﬂection along with another coloring page for each mystery. The reﬂections are meant to be an encouragement to be a
follower of Jesus Christ and to love God and others. There is also a section explaining how the Rosary is a Biblical prayer and ideas on
how to pray as a family, and a brief overview of the Old Testament as an introduction to understanding the Gospel message. Also
included is a short version of the story of Our Lady of Fatima and a coloring page of Jesus Blessing the Children with a Bible reading
and reﬂection.

Raising Prayerful Kids
Fun and Easy Activities for Building Lifelong Habits of
Prayer
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. More than a book, Raising Prayerful Kids is a tool parents can use to make prayer ﬁt naturally into
their daily routines without it feeling like a chore or a lecture. Relatable stories of the authors’ successes and failures along with fun
activities and games help parents turn everyday moments into faith-ﬁlled moments that are naturally ﬁlled with prayer. Praying with
your kids can be connecting, fun, nonintimidating, and even life changing. Includes: Prayer games Prayer Activities
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OSV Kids Stations of the Cross
OSV Kids Stations of the Cross helps children understand and connect with the Passion of Christ. Perfect for schools, parishes, and
families, this wonderfully illustrated booklet includes age-appropriate descriptions of each Station, prayers, and questions for
reﬂection and discussion. This beautiful, ancient devotion allows children to understand the strength and mercy of God, to praise and
thank Jesus for giving his life for us, and, ultimately, to ﬁnd great hope in the redemption of the world through his holy cross. As
children walk with Jesus in OSV Kids Stations of the Cross, they begin to see how he walks with them at home, at school, and in every
moment of their lives.

Love Never Fails
Living the Catholic Faith in Our Daily Lives
Ignatius Press The fruit of much pastoral experience, this book addresses both perennial and current challenges facing Catholics,
giving reasons for hope and joy. Touching on a wide range of topics, from prayer to evangelization, it oﬀers insights into living the
Catholic faith with humility and heroism as it focuses on the person of Jesus Christ—his identity, mission, and presence in our lives.
Having been a pastor of souls in a variety of settings—the suburbs, the inner city, the mission ﬁeld, and the seminary—Bishop Hying
has interacted with all kinds of people, and he has learned much about God’s purpose and action among us. In Love Never Fails, he
provides readable and practical reﬂections to feed the Christian mind and heart with inspiration.

Pints with Aquinas
50+ Deep Thoughts from the Angelic Doctor
If you could sit down with St. Thomas Aquinas over a pint of beer and ask him any one question, what would it be? Pints With Aquinas
contains over 50 deep thoughts from the Angelic doctor on subjects such as God, virtue, the sacraments, happiness, alcohol, and
more. If you've always wanted to read St. Thomas but have been too intimidated to try, this book is for you.So, get your geek on, pull
up a bar stool and grab a cold one, here we go!""He alone enlightened the Church more than all other doctors; a man can derive more
proﬁt in a year from his books than from pondering all his life the teaching of others." - Pope John XXII

Jungle Bullies
Two Lions Even bullies can learn to share.

The Healing Waterfall
One Hundred Guided Imagery Scripts for Counselors,
Healers and Clergy
Bookbaby Bestselling guided imagery author Max Highstein oﬀers 100 of his best scripts for counselors, healers, clergy, teachers,
psychology students and others. Choose from 100 evocative guided inner journeys that soothe, inspire, and delight. Topics include: Finding Peace and Calm- Healing and the Mind-Body Connection- Improving Sleep- Emotional Wellbeing and Happiness- Visualization
for Success- Learning to Meditate- Higher Guidance and Insight- Connecting with Spiritual Figures- Kids and Family- 12-Step Programs
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